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lzza Rohman
New Approaches in Interpreting
the Qur'an in Contemporary Indonesia
Abstraksi: Adaknh corak yang khas dalam khazanah knrya-karya tafsir
al-Qur'an di lndonesia? Pertanyaan ini menjadi penting sebab dalam
perkembangan kajian tafsir di dunia Islam terdapat kecenderungan me-
lihat sepintas lalu, untuk tidak mengatakan memarginalkan, knrya-karya
tafsir ynng ditulis bukan hanya oleh p ara sariana Indonesia tetapi juga
karya yang dihasilknn parn penulis Muslim di Asia Tenggara. Suraei
yang dilakukan dalam artikel ini jelas menunjukknn bahwa proses kreatif
sarjana Muslim di belahan Asia Tenggarn memberikan konstribusi yang
sangat besar dalam perkembangan diskursus keagamaan bagi umat Islam
secara keseluruhan.
Artikel ini mengeksplorasi secara baik warisan khnzanah intelektual-
isme tafsir dengan menitikberstknn sejauhmana isu metodologi menjadi
bagian penting yang mewarnai pertumbuhan tradisi penulisan tafsir da-
lam perspektif keindonesiaan. Pada konteks ini, pilihan untuk menganali-
sis knrya-karya Muslim tanah air dalam kurun duapuluh tahun terakhir
menjadi logis mengingat dalam kurun ini pula proses pengknyaan (en-
richment) dan inuolusi simultan terjadi sebngai {tkibat dari pergumulan
dengan ilmu-ilmu sosial dan humaniora, Karena itu, sebagaimana ditun'
jukknn dalam artikel ini, betapapun ini bukan khas lndonesia saja, namun
peminat studi tafsir kontemporer tidak semata-mata dilakukan para mufa-
sir konuensional yang akrab dengan khazanah keilmuan Islam tradisional
tetapi juga oleh para sarjana dari berbngai macam bidang ilmu dari berba-
gai latar belaknng.
Secara kategoris, menurut penulis, buku-buku tafsir yang adn di ta-
nah air bisa dikelompokkan dalnm lima kategori' Pertams, knrya-karya
yang menyangkut metodologi tafsir bnik klasikal maupun modern; kedua
karya-knrya tafsir yang ditulis secara popular; ketiga, knrya-karya yang
berkenaan sejarahpenulisan tafsir di tanah sir dalambeberapakurun; ke'
empat, menyangkut diskursus tafsir yang merespon kebutuhan tertentu
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dengan muatan yang lebih kultural dan antropologis; dan yang terakhir
adalah model buku tafsir mengkompilasi tulisan-tulisan sarjana Muslim
Indonesia dnlam bidang tafsir untuk merespon beberapa isu ynng berkem-
bang dalam masyarakat.
Hanya saja kntegorisisasi di atss tidak cukup kuat menjawab pertan-
yaan kekhasan yang ada dalam tradisi tnfsir di lndonesia. Karena itu pada
bagian yang lain, artikel iniberusqha menyajikan secnra teoritis pandangan
bagi upaya tafsir al-Qur'an yang memang berciriksn Indonesia. Tidak bias
Timur Tengah dan tidak pula bins Barat, lni penting selain untuk menda-
patknn kesejatian ngar tafsir al-Qur'an memiliki aknr kultural yang kuat
di tanah air, ia juga diharapkan memberiknn konstribusi bagi penyelesaian
masalah-masalah yang dihadapi masyarnknt Indonesia. Inilah yang disebut
sebagai salah satu upayakontekstualisasi Islambagi dunia dewasa ini dalam
artikel ini.
Dalam pada ini, ada premis yang menjadi jargon penting para mufassir
kontempor er ketika mereka b erus aha mereaitalisasi makna Kitab S uci, y akni
bahwa realitas memang telahberubah (dankarenanya menyandarkan padn
buku tafsir yang ditulis oleh para ulama abad lalu memang harus ditinjau
kembali) sebagaimana yang dilakuknn Quraish Shihab, Dawsm Rahardjo,
Taufik Adnan Amal, Syamsu Rijal Panggabean, dan Kuntowijoyo, atau
realitas itu sendiri yang harus diuboh sepertipenyadaran eksistensial terh-
adap kaum mustad'afin (danknrenanyaposisi pengajaran agama menjadi
sangat penting) seperti yang dilakuknn Moeslim Abdurraham dan Masdar
F. Mas'udi dengan tafsir emansipatoris.
Inilah yang menurut artikel ini menjadi salah sstu kekhasan yang ada
dalam trsdisi buku tafsir di Indonesia. Betatapun terlihnt ada perbedann
dalam metode, namun pada dasarnya terlihat ada titik temu antara satu
model dengan yang lain. Knrena secara prinsipal, keduanya melihnt pent-
ingnya kontekstualisnsi tafsir sebagai bnsis penting bagi penyelesaian hnl-
hal yang menyangkut kehidupan sosial masyarakat tadi,
Hanya saja, tentu upaya ini buknn tnnpa hambatsn, Sebab, dalam kon-
teks dan tstaran tertentu terdapat pula kecenderungan untuk tetap mem-
pertahankan model tafsir klasik dengan metodologi dan tems yang sudnh
berkembang dan dianggap teruji selama bersdab-abad. Bagi kelompok ini,
apa yang dilakukan para mufasir modern yang menggunskan pendekatan
baru dalam memahami Kitnb Suci tersebut sebagai sesuatu yang kurang
bisa diterima. Sebab, bagi mereka, wsrisnn dnri tradisi intelektualitas Islam
klasik sepertl ulum al-Qur'an diyakini menjndi sumber yang kaya dan
pendekntan yang paling releaan dalsm memnhami kitab suci itu sendiri,
tanpa harus meminjam dari khazanah dan metodologi dari tradisi lain.
Inilah hal penting dalam tradisi buku tafsir di lndonesia. Kedua
pendekatan itu bisa berkembang simultan, karena pada dasarnya kedua
cara pandang tersebut berusoha menemukan rltmus keagamnan yang oten-
tikbagi kaum Muslimin di Indonesis dewasn ini.
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t-F1he development of Islamic thought in Southeast Asia-in
I Indonesia is particular-has often been overlooked in theI study of Islam.l In the field of Qur'anic studies, for example,
while it is not uncommon to hear of world-renowned scholars as
coming from Arab countries/ it is certainly not the case in regards
to Southeast Asia. For this reason, we often come across statements
similar to this: "The majority of the new approaches to exegesis
have so far been developed in the Arab countries and particular-
ly in Egypt."2 The author of the essay from which this quote was
taken, Rotraud Wielandt, also makes references to some Moroccan,
Algeriary Palestinian, kaqi,Iranian, Pakistani and Indian intellec-
tuals. Wielandt, however, makes no reference to Indonesian intel-
lectuals at all. It is my contention that one of the main reasons for
such neglect is that there are still very few Qur'an-related works
that make use of Indonesian materials in the scholarship written in
languages other than Indonesian (particularly English and Arabic).3
As Abdullah Saeed puts it, "[m]uch has been written and published
in Indonesian ... on the Qur'an and other Islamic topics, but little
made available or accessible to the non-Indonesian reader."a
This study wants to look at Indonesian Muslim thought in rela-
tion to the interpretation of the Qur'ary especially its methodolog-
ical issues. This topic is well-worth exploring also because it has
been an increasingly prominent theme in contemporary debates on
Islamic reform. It is in attempts to define the purpose and methods
of Islamic reform and its legitimate boundaries that the debate con-
cerning the Qur'an (primarily its interpretive approaches) between
many contemporary Muslim thinkers comes into play.s This study
might be regarded as an effort to show how Indonesian Muslims
have sought to participate in the debate, or to be more precise to in-
corporate some Indonesian Muslims' views into that debate'6 In do-
ing so, this study limits its scope to the discussions in the Indonesian
context during the past 20 years. It is within this period that lively
discussions on interpretive approaches to the Qur'an have taken
place in Indonesia.T
It should be noted that the participants in these discussions are
not only mufassirfin (Qur'an interpreters) or scholars specializing
in Qur'anic studies, but also scholars from many other disciplines.
This partly explains why not every idea proposed in the discussions
has been applied; most of the ideas have not contributed to volu-
minous Qur'an commentaries. However, this is not exclusively ap-
parent in Indonesian discourses. Many internationally-recognized
Sttttlin Islnmika, Vol. 14, No. 2,2007
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Muslim thinkers proposing 'new' hermeneutical conceptions have
not written voluminous Qur'an commentaries. This should not nec-
essarily be considered as something that puts an end to their poten-
tially valuable contributions to illuminating the future development
of Muslim culture and society.
This study also limits its scope to the published works (in books,
journals and newspapers) which either formulate or offer argu-
ments to recommend or reconsider or critique certain interpretive
approaches to the Qur'an. These written discourses, would be re-
ferred to here as 'efforts to rethink interpretive approaches to the
Qur'an' during the past 20 years.
Rethinking Qur'an lnterpretation
in the Indonesian Islamic Context
Previous studies on modern interpretations of the Qur'an as well
as Muslim views of interpretive methodology have often linked the
new ideas of reinterpretation and approaches to the Qur'an main-
ly to the influence of 'the West'. Many of these studies stress that
Muslim encounters with the West (alternatively called Westem
scholarship, Western modernity, or Western civilization more
generally), in one way or another, have had a marked impact on
Muslims' redefined attitudes toward the Qur'an (and their religious
traditions more broadly).8 Such an association is useful and valid to
some degree. However, one should also remember that the reasons
behind Muslims' changing understanding of the Qur'an are actu-
ally multiple and complex; therefore, one could not reduce it merely
to Muslim encounters with the West.
This section of the article seeks to help the reader understand
why Indonesian Muslim scholars have continuously rethought ap-
proaches to interpreting the Qur'an. This will be done by identify-
ing some important intellectual and social settings that have argu-
ably had an effect on their rethinking.
Contextualizing Islam in the Present World
Indonesian Muslims' endeavours to formulate favourable inter-
pretive approaches to the Qur'an in the present day are largely mo-
tivated by their perceptions of the surrounding social reality. Their
perceptions for the most part stress one of two premises: that the
reality has changed and that the reality hns to be changed.
S trulin lslmnikn, V ol. 14, N o. 2, 2007
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Some Indonesian Muslim scholars notice that the reality has
changed a lot and this changed reality has brought new challenges
requiring appropriate responses. They are referring to the fact that
the world has become increasingly modern or modernized, hence
posing new problems. In line with such awareness, their rethinking
of approaches to Qur'anic interpretation can be read as an attempt
to find ways where Islam can be compatible with the current reali-
ties. In attempting to do so, the problem they are more conscious
of is how to overcome the socio-historical distance between the era
when the Qur'an was revealed and the modern era.
The consciousness of the changed reality is evident, for instance,
in Quraish Shihab'se saying while making arguments in favour of
the method of thematic interpretation that "[a] variety of new prob-
lems and ideas have emerged and need to be seriously responded,
[problems] which are, of course, different from those facing the so-
ciety before us."10 Our society itself, argues Kuntowijoyo,ll 
-is a
'neo-technique society' in which rationality urges us to rethink the
relevance of religion in the society. Underlining the difference be-
tween the Arab and Indonesian society, Kuntowijoyo argues that
what is needed in such a milieu is a reinterpretation that leads to a
contextual understanding of Islam, so that "Islam becomes a religion
which is more rooted in the present social changes."tz Similarly, ac-
cording to Dawam Rahardjo,l3 Taufik Adnan Amalla and Syamsu
Rizal Panggabean,ls 
-if we are to make the Qur'an a guide forMuslims in the face of contemporary challenges, a new methodol-
oglr of Qur'an interpretation is required.15
Some other scholars contend that the reality needs to be changed,
and for this change to take place, the positive role of religious teach-
ings is required. However, unlike Islamic orthodoxy,lT these schol-
ars do not see that the reality has to be appropriate with the reli-
gious texts. They are more conscious of the fact that Muslims or
Indonesians are dealing with the problems of backwardness, mar-
ginalization and injustice. Their rethinking of approaches to Qur'an
interpretation can be seen as part of their pursuits of finding ways
for Islam to transform the present conditions. In this pursuit, the
problem that they are more aware of is how to close the huge gap
that exists between the Qur'anic text and the social reality.
It is within this paradigm that Moeslim Abdurrahmanls 
-pro-poses his idea of tafsir transformntif (transformative Qur'an interpre-
tation). For Abdurrahmary tafsir transformatif should be started from
a 'social reading' to "understand how the exploitation which mar-
Stndin Islnmika, Vol. 1-4, No. 2, 2007
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ginalizes the mustaQ'nfut (oppressed social $oup) takes place." This
social reading is important for the Qur'anic verses to become "the
text which inspires social transformation," and "become 'actual' be-
cause it is read in the social process and is not treated as a chant that
is separated from the real life."1e
Also within this paradigm there is the idea of tafsir emansipato-
rls (emancipatory Qur'an interpretation) proposed by some young
intellectuals who are affiliated with the Perhimpunan Pengembang-
an Pesantren dan Masyarakat (P3M, or the Association of Islamic
Boarding Schools and Society Development), Masdar F. Mas'udi.20
They formulate tafsir emansipatorls in order to "shorten the gap
which is so far too distant between the text and the reality."z1 The
existing gap must not, however, be regarded as a legitimate reason
for ignoring the text. Mas'udi holds that the Holy Scripture should
not be disregarded awhen the Muslim community (ummah) has a
problem of total powerlessness and backwardness."22 On the con-
trary, as Misrawi asserts, the Holy Scripture must address the real
problems in the society, such as poverty and lack of education.23
The need for having a transformative or 'liberal' interpretation is
re-stressed by Abd Moqsith Ghazali.2a According to him:
Certainly, the models [of Qur'an interpretation] which are urgently
needed to be developed by the Indonesian Muslim community are
... a kind of Qur'an interpretation which focuses attention on works
of advocacy for the people who are oppressed, either economically,
politically, legally, or socially. In this regard, the Qur'an is not treated
as an utterance which is separated from the reality, but as a text
which endlessly gives inspirations to its readers for bringing about
transformation within society. 5
Considering that they are driven by their perceptions of the
present reality, it is not surprising that Indonesian Muslim scholars
formulate some 'alternative' methods of Qur'an interpretation that
put social reading and social aims as crucial parts of their interpre-
tive frameworks. This is quite evident in the ideas of Kuntowijoyo,
Amal and Panggabean, Abdurrahman, and P3M.
Kuntowijoyo is well-known for the idea of 'the Qur'an as a Para-
digm' and 'synthetic-analytic approach'.26 He defines the Qur'anic
paradigm as "a construction of knowledge that enables us to under-
stand the reality as the Qur'an understands it."27 To support the re-
alization of such a paradigm, Kuntowijoyo proposes the 'synthetic-
analytic approach' to understanding the Qur'an, that is, 1) to obtain
moral lessons from the Qur'anic stories and metaphors for psycho-
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logical transformation (this is the synthetic aspect); and 2) to ren-
der normative concepts of the Qur'an into objective and empirical
realities for social transformation (the analytic aspect). The second
aspect implies that analyses of Qur'anic statements have to bring
about Qur'anic theoretical constructs. It is the elaboration of these
constructs that would constitute the process of Qur'anic theories
formulation which in turn generates 'the Qur'anic paradigm' 28
Amal and Panggabean suggest two conceptual frameworks con-
cerning understanding the Qur'an and implementing its tenets. The
first basically encompasses four steps: 1) understanding the topi-
cally related Qur'anic verses within their historical and Qur'anic
contexts; 2) deriving the goals of the Qur'an from this context-con-
scious understanding; 3) studying the present situations regarding
the issue; and finally 4) projecting the understanding of the Qur'an
into the present situations. The second framework largely resembles
the first but with different directions, i.e. L) analyzing a particular
social phenomenon with the benefit of a range of disciplines and
by involving pertinent groups of people; 2) understanding Qur'anic
verses on the topic pertaining to this phenomenon by taking their
contexts into accoun! 3) construing the goals of the Qur'an in rela-
tion to the problem; and 4) assessing and dealing with the social
phenomenon under discussion in light of the construed goals of the
Qur'an. The aim of these two frameworks is either to give Qur'anic
justification to a particular social phenomenory or to alter the phe-
nomenon to the point where it fits the Qur'anic goals.2e
Similarly, Abdurrahman und.erscores the necessity of putting the
Qur'an face to face with social reality in order to bring about social
transformation and thereby make God's ideas living. He formulates
what he calls 'three interpretative domains': 1) understanding social
constructs; 2) meeting this understanding with Qur'an interpreta-
tion; and 3) based on this meeting, formulating and accomplishing
'new social actions'.30 Abdurrahman actually advocates the tradi-
tion of 'critical hermeneutics', being concerned with the problems
of injustice, social discrepancies, oppression, and the need to bring
the Qur'an to its readers' interest in justice, equity, and liberation.
The enthusiasm for'transformation-oriented' Qur'an interpre-
tation in Indonesia is also evident in the attempts to introduce and
systematize Hassan Hanafi's theories of interpretation. One no-
table attempt is Ilham Saenong's Hermeneutikn Pembebasan (2002).31
In Saenong's view, Hanafi offers Qur'an hermeneutics that is 'so-
cial' (and 'existential') in nature, that pays attention to and starts
with contemporary problems of Muslim society. Saenong asserts
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that Hanafi is obsessed with what Saenong calls'hermeneutika pem-
bebasan' ('hermeneutics for liberation') that is expected to produce
Qur'an interpretations which address the needs of the present
Muslim community which faces various forms of oppression and
backwardness; and bridge the gap between the Qur'an and prob-
lems of humanity.32
The above explanation tells us that the spirit of the contextu-
alization of the Qur'an into the present situations has very much
coloured Indonesian Muslim endeavours to rethink interpretive ap-
proaches to the Qur'an. This spirit of contextualization itself can be
attributed to the pressure from modernization (in a general sense)
that has brought about rapid changes in Indonesia, and the demand
for overcoming various societal problems in the country.
Modernization, which was the main development project of the
New Order regime (1969-1.998), has led to a partial industrialization
of the Indonesian society. This development project, of course, has
not been without negative consequences, but it has largely succeed-
ed. By virtue of modernizafron,Indonesian society adapts 'modern'
values and becomes a 'channel' for the ongoing globalization. In
this era when rapid changes take place, the world has been felt as
far more complex and demanding mobility.33 It is in such a situa-
tion that attitudes toward religious doctrines and authority have
been significantly reformulated. In this sense, contextualization of
Islam can be regarded as a 'welcome for changes'. In fact, it has
often been argued that Islam in Indonesia has remarkably experi-
enced a renewal and revival as a 'blessing' of modernization and
globalization.3a
However, rapid changes are not the only aspect that is apparent
in the midst of development. As the development started to 'bless'
certain groups of people with conveniences more than the others,
the problems of social gap, inequity, exploitation and backward-
ness, particularly in terms of economy and education, are increas-
ingly felt. A greater role for religion in the attempts to overcome
these problems has in turn been very much expected.
Objectio.ns against Traditional Interpretive Approaches
Proposals for interpretive approach renewal might be deemed
unreasonable without delegitimizing the current-and especially
dominant-approaches. This is why Indonesian Muslim scholars
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tend to point at the insufficiency of the bulk of Qur'anic exegeses
and the existing methodological choices before they propose their
own ideas.
Amin Abdullah,3s for instance, strongly objects to classical ap-
proaches. He says:
... in fact there is one thing that has hitherto been overlooked or
consciously ignored by classical exegetes, namely the function of the
audiences (the peopie for whom the interpretation is) in determining
the interpretation. So far the methods of Qur'an interpretation always
pay attention merely to the relationship between the interpreter and the
Qur'anic text, without expressing clearly the audience's interests toward
the text. This might be understandable because the classical exegetes
view Qur'anic exegesis more as a result of works of piety that should
consequentiy be free from the interests of its interpreters. Or perhaps
that is also because of their traumas of theological interpretation which
gave rise to severe political battles in the early periods of Islam.
Regardless of these reasons, classical Qur'anic exegeses no lon-
ger offer clear meanings and functions in the life of Muslim commu-
nity. Even many Qur'an interpretations are often misused for politi-
cal purposes, while the claims of objectivity and truth are always
asserted. The question is what can be obtained from interpretive
models which unconsciously give more benefits to those in power,
rather than champion the oppressed?36
Ilham Saenong similarly states that, "the majority of interpreta-
tions and interpretive sciences which are inherited by Muslims up
to now, believe it or not, have in part preserved the status quo and
prolonged deterioration of Muslim community morally, politically,
and culturally."tz
Such an objection is quite common, but actually Indonesian
Muslim scholars often do not have the same reasons for their objec-
tions to classical ways of interpretation, nor do they have the same
presuppositions towards these approaches. Here are some exam-
ples which show that their reasons and presuppositions might be
contradictory to each other.
Amal and Panggabean argue that traditional approaches "result
in partial understanding of Qur'anic messages." They even con-
tend that the imposition of preconceptions or 'alien' ideas into the
Qur'an has frequently occurred until now.38 In order to avoid im-
posing ideas alien to the Qur'ary and to comprehend the Qur'an
thoroughly, they suggest that the historical context and the 'liter-
ary' context (konteks kesusastrnan) of the Qur'an should not be over-
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looked.3e According to Amal and Panggabean, it is the allegiance to
these contexts which is often absent in theological, philosophical,
Sufi, 'scientific', and legal Qur'anic exegeses so that the Qur'an is
approached partially and arbitrarily. Instead of paying attention to
the historical background and 'literary' context of Qur'anic verses/
theologians, philosophers, Sufis, jurists, as well as modem exegetes
divert the meanings of the verses in support of their ideas.a0
Thus, Amal and Panggabean recognize the majority of exegeses
as partial and tarnished by the imposition of alien ideas upon the
meanings of the Qur'an. Quite the opposite, Abdurrahman thinks
that what he calls 'common orthodox exegeses' strongly emphasize
the importance of purifying the interpretation at the linguistic level
from the influence of thoughts outside the Qur'ary such as philoso-
phy and other systems of ideas. Abdurrahman disagrees with such
a model of interpretation since what is more crucial to him is keep-
ing in mind the aim to accomplish 'new historical actions' to fight
for justice while interacting with the Qur'an, so that these orthodox
exegeses, for him, are not very significant.al
On the other hand, Zuhairi Misrawi contends that classical ex-
egeses can be classified as 'textual exegeses' and 'ideological ex-
egeses'. Textual exegeses are those which "regard the text as every-
thing" , while ideological exegeses are those which conceive the text
as the source of legitimacy for a particular ideology or thought.42
The first seems to be congruent with what Abdurrahman calls 'ordi-
nary orthodox exegeses', whereas the second seems to be congruent
with what Amal and Panggabean refer to as exegeses which impose
foreign ideas upon the Qur'an. However, the intention of Misrawi
(P3M) is relatively similar to that of Abdurrahmary namely to recom-
mend a pro-emancipation model of Qur'an interpretation. For both,
Qur'an interpretation should be started with a close look at social
problems and end up with emancipative social actions. Both refuse
traditionally theo-centric classical models of interpretatiory and ac-
cept anthropo-centric liberal models of interpretation instead.
In Indonesia, objections against classical interpretive approach-
es, though recurrent in the contemporary writings, have elicited re-
markable responses only quite recently from those arguing against
the adoption of Western contemporary hermeneutical theories in
the Qur'anic scholarship. This group shows their admiration for
classical Islamic intellectual heritage, including the classical tafsir
tradition. For them, 'ulam al-Qur'6nhas provided rich and relevant
approaches to understanding the Qur'an, so that one does not need
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to adopt approaches of understanding from other traditions like
Western theories of hermeneutics.a3
This brief explanation is to show that the spirit of 'critical in-
teraction' with tradition has also irspired Indonesian Muslim en-
deavours to rethink interpretive approaches to the Qur'an. This is
why some of them express their objections to classical approaches
mainly to support interpretive approach renewal, while some oth-
ers express their appreciations toward classical approaches mainly
to reconsider this renewal.
lndonesian Islamic Reform
Indonesian Muslim rethinking of approaches to interpreting the
Qur'an for the most part can be read as resulting from the spirit
of reform in contemporary Indonesian Islam. Particularly since the
1980s, reformist thoughts have been largely advocated by Muslim
intelligentsia who are involved in both 'Islamic' and 'secular' cam-
puses of higher education and both 'Islamic' and 'secular' non-
governmental organizations.aa From the 1970s until the 1990s, this
Muslim intelligentsia launched gerakan pembaruan pemikiran Islam
(Islamic thought renewal movement) that was very much charac-
terized by-to borrow Fazlur Rahman's paradigm-'Islamic neo-
modernism'. This Islamic neo-modernism is marked by a general
agreement on these following central principles: a commitment to
rationality and reform, a belief in the importance of ijtihad contextu-
alization, an acceptance of social and religious pluralism, the disas-
sociation of religion from political parties, and non-sectarian stance
of the state.as
In relation to the Qur'an, this islamic neo-modernist movement
has often used rational and contextual approaches to it, relating
Qur'anic logics to two historical and cultural contexts: one is of the
time and circumstances of the Prophet when it was revealed, and the
other is of the contemporary society who needs its guidance.a6By re-
lating Qur'anic logia to the first context, basically the neo-modern-
ists seeks to find the enduring values or the general tendency and
ethos of the Qur'an; and by relating Qur'anic logia to the second
context, they basically seek to produce interpretations which are
adaptive to social changes. This trend of neo-modernism has in turn
introduced the historicity of the Qur'an as one of the main themes
in the methodological discourse on the Qur'an in Indonesia.
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In addition to the trend of Islamic neo-modernism which then
has been adopted by liberal Islam (Islam liberal), the discourses of
Islamic reformism in Indonesia in the past two decades has also been
marked by strong concerns regarding 'the problem of oppression',
partly as a response to the tendency of liberal Islam to be merely
concerned with 'the problem of diversity or plurality' or with the
'liberalization of thought' (liberalisasi pemikiran) not with 'libera-
tion'. While liberal Islam continuously responds to every claim of
monopoly of interpretatiory and campaigns for inclusive theology,
religious tolerance and pluralism, multiculturalism, egalitarianism,
freedom, democracy, and dialogue of civilizations; this trend-
which can be seen, for example, in those who identify their Islamic
thought as Islam transformatif and Islam emansipatorls-shows sensi-
tivify to any form of exploitation and injustice, campaign for a sort
of theology of liberatiory and often raise such themes as poverty,
corruption, human rights violations, gender empowerment, and
philanthropy. In relation to the Qur'an, those involved in this trend
have often insisted that the Qur'an is not an 'elitist' divine revela-
tiory and that it must encourage social transformation and deal with
the actual reality of the community.
Another important trend is that of Islamisnsi (Islamization). This
trend is a response to the ideas of 'secularizati6n'-ln its various
meanings-that are promoted by neo-modernist or liberal Muslims.
This trend is shaped by thosewho argue infavour of the Islamization
of sciences (in its various definitions), Islamic political, economic,
and educational institutions, masyarakat Islami (an 'Islamic society'
that is 'free' from such things as pornography, gambling and other
immoral deeds), the implementation of shnri'ah (Islamic law), and
the degeneration of the West.
Although the Islam transformntif camp has also significantly
shaped the discourses of Islamic reform, it is between the supporters
of Islam libersl and Islamisnsl that the dispute repeatedly occurs.aT In
relation to Qur'anic studies, the debate generally relates to the issue
of the application of Western theories of hermeneutics. V\4rile the
former proposes these hermeneutical theories as a methodological
tool to study the Qur'an, the latter rejects this idea. In point of fact,
many of the writings under study herein can be said as generating
from Islnm liberal and lslam transformatif camps, except in the issue
of the implementation of Western hermeneutics in which Islamisasi
camp has given strong reactions.
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The dynamics among these trends of Islamic thought is situated
after the so-called 'Muslim intellectual boom', that is, the sharp in-
crease in the number of Muslim intelligentsia with higher educa-
tion qualifications, as well as the number of those who completed
postgraduate degrees overseas.a8 This Muslim intellectual boom can
be attributed to the growth of Indonesia's economy, primarily as
a consequence of the development projects of the New Order. In
this period 
- 
that is, since the 1980s - the number of Muslim stu-
dents who pursue orhave completed their graduate and postgradu-
ate studies in Western countries-most importantly in Canada, the
United States, Netherlands, and Australia-was far greater than in
any former period of Indonesian history, mainly due to the avail-
ability of foreign scholarships. As for Islamic studies in the Middle
East, there has been a significant stream from Indonesia to Iran in
the last decade, even though Egypt remains the most important cen-
tre for Indonesian students. In the country itself, this period wit-
nessed significant developments of the State Institutes for Islamic
Studies (iAIN), particularly inlakarta and Yogyakarta,ae whichhave
enlarged the horizons of Islamic thought as reformist ideas continu-
ally emerge from these higher education institutions.so
These facts have in turn made Islamic reform in Indonesia more
intensified. With regard to the discourses on the Qur'an discussed
hereiry the popularity of thematic method can be attributed mainly
to the combination of the role that IAIN has played and the role
that the graduates from Egypt (most importantly Quraish Shihab)
have played; meanwhile, the emergence of energetic discourses
on Western hermeneutical theories can be attributed mainly to the
combination of the role that IAIN has played and the role that the
graduates from Western centres of study have played.
The dynamics of Islamic thought in Indonesia since the 1980s has
also been made more lively by the emergence of numerous 'Islamic'
publishers-such as Pustaka, Mizan, Gema Insani Press, Pustaka
Firdaus, Paramadina, LKiS, and Serambi-which not only facilitate
Indonesian Muslims' ideas of reform to obtain wide readership, but
also intensively translate the works of Muslim thinkers (as well as
non-Muslim thinkers) into Bahasa Indonesia so that these works
are widely circulated among educated-Indonesians. These thinkers,
some of whose works have been translated into Bahasa Indonesia
in the last two decades, are those who lived or are still living in
various places of the Muslim world, such as: EgyPt (e.g. asan al-
Banna, Sayyid Qutb, Mu[rammad al-Ghazah, Ytrsuf al-Qaradawr,
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Flassan Hanafi, and 'Ah Harb),Iran (e.g. Ali Shariati and Murtada
Mutahhari), Morocco (e.g. Fatima Mernissi and Muhammad 'Abid
al-]abiri), Pakistan (e.g. Riffat Hassan), and Syria (e.g. Mul.rammad
Syahrur); as well as the non-Muslim world: such as the US (Fazlur
Rahmary Seyyed Hossein Nasr, Amina Wadud, Abdullahi Ahmed
An-Na'im, Farid Esack, and Khaled Abou el-Fadl), Europe (e.g.
Mohammed Arkoun, Ziauddin Sardar, and NaIr dmid Abtr Zayd),
and India (e.g. Asghar Ali-Engineer).
Thus, the publishers of the books of such authors-together with
graduates of overseas universities-have a significant role in trans-
mitting worldwide discourses of Islamic thought into Indonesia in
the boom time of Muslim intelligentsia. Given the intensity of this
transmission process, it is not surprising that the ideas of Islamic re-
form in Indonesia are basically (still) a continuation of the reformist
ideas spread in the Muslim world. One can see that not only have
the ideas of internationally-recognized Muslim thinkers widely
spread in Indonesia, but also many ideas of reform promoted by
Indonesian scholars echo, resemble, parallel, or modify the ideas
of those thinkers. This is also true in the case of ideas related to
approaches to Qur'an interpretation. For instance, one can notice
how close are the ideas of Taufik Adnan Amal and Syamsu Rizal
Panggabean with those of Fazlur Rahman, and the ideas of tafsir
transformatif and tafsir emansipatorls with those of Hassan Hanafi,
and how Amin Abdullah modifies Muhammad 'Abid al-Jabirr-'s
conceptions on the 'Arab mind' to construct his idea of 'nl-ta'wtl
al-'ilmf.5r
Conceptions on the Method of Thematic Interpretation
Since about the mid-L980s, the method of thematic interpreta-
tion has been frequently discussed and even widely practiced in
Indonesian academia. This represents to a large extent a dissatis-
faction with the classical 'chained' or sequential style of interpret-
ing the Qur'an verse-by-verse mostly in accordance with the mushaf
(corpus) arrangement, known as tnfsir musalsal or tafsir tahlili or
tafsir tajzi'i. Many Indonesian Muslim scholars seem no longer op-
timistic about the potential of such an interpretive style to explore
and deliver the meanings and messages of the Qur'an in order to
face the changed reality or to change the reality itself. Even though
musslssl commentaries remain'uninterrupted' until now, continu-
ously attracting the writers and readers of tafsirs,sz many Indonesian
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scholars would recommend thematic apProach to interpreting the
Qur'ary instead of the musalsal approach,
The classical approach is now considered to be "resulting in over-
lapping comprehension" and "unable to present balanced Qur'anic
messages"53 as well as "making the Qur'anic guides scattered and
not delivered to its readers wholly."sa The thematic method, on the
other hand, is regarded as having some worthwhile qualities' It of-
fers the unity of Qur'anic concepts.ss Moreover, it can be expected
to provide new perspectives and thereby to be a reliable way to at-
tain new explanations about conventional understandings.s6 More
importantly, this method is considered to be "able to bring us to
Qur'anic views about various problems of life and the answers for
them."s7 In the context of struggles for gender equity for instance,
the thematic interpretation would arguably lead to more favourable
results than musalsal interpretation.s8
The Introduction of the Method of Thematic Interpretation
It would obviously be reasonable to argue that interpreting the
Qur'an topically had been frequently practiced in Indonesia-as it
has been argued for the case of the Muslim world more general-
Iyss-ulong time before the 1980's.60 However, efforts to systematize
thematic approaches to interpreting the Qur'an have been made
more recently. It may be argued6l that the method of thematic inter-
pretation was pioneered by Fazlur Rahman particularly through his
MajorThemes of the Qur'an (1'980) inwhichhe seeks to systematically
present the Qur'an on its own terms as a unity. If one agrees with
this opinion, the translation of this book into Bahasa Indonesia in
198962 would arguably be the first noteworthy introduction of the-
matic method in Indonesia.
Rahmary however, does not provide his readers with any ideas
on how thematic interpretation should be applied' Therefore, one
may agree with Quraish Shihab63 who, referring to 'Abd al-Hayy
al-Farmdwl's al-Bidayahft al-Tafstr al-Mawdn'i (1977), argues that the
method of thematic interpretation (tnfstr mawQn'fl was firstly intro-
duced in Egypt by Ahmad Sayyid al-KumI (until 1981 chairman of
the Department of Tafsir of al-Azhat University) together with his
colleagues. Accordingly, Shihab's article in Beberapa Aspek llmiah
tentang AI-Qur'an (198q6a could be considered as the first notable
introduction of thematic method in Indonesia. In this article, which
was once presented in Makassar in 1983,6s Shihab inttoduces tafsir
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mawdll '/based on al-Farmawr's formulation.66 Later, in line with the
success of Shihab's "Membumiksn" Al-Quran (1,992) where a slightly
revised version of the aforementioned article is included,6T this ar-
ticle becomes a-perhaps the most-popular Indonesian language
introduction to the concept of tafstr mawdti'l,ea urrO the one that has
been frequently referred to in later works. Even though this article
is principally an introduction of al-Farmdwr's version of thematic
interpretation, Shihab does make some contributions on his own
by suggesting some modificatiors and offering other comments.
Firstly, he defines thematic interpretation differently as "the tafsir
that picks a certain topic, by way of collecting from various chap-
ters all or some verses related to this topic, to be connected to each
other to draw a comprehensive conclusion about the topic in ac-
cordance with the view of the Qur'an."6e Secondly, he recommends
that the mawdil 'rexegetes prioritize the themes closely related to the
real problems faced by society; to do so, they of course need to learn
about these problems. Thirdly, he emphasizes the necessity to grasp
the meaning of a particular word by examining how the Qur'an
uses that word.
Shihab himself, as a leading mufassir in contemporary Indonesia,
has recurrently employed the method of thematic interpretation in
his works. One of his most important works is Wautasan Al-Quran
(1996) which was made up from his 33 papers presented in routine
religious learning for urn (pengnjian) atlstiqlal Mosque, Jakarta, since
1993.70In line with his suggestion to deal with the problems faced
by society, many of the themes discussed in this book have some-
thing to do with social life, such as justice, welfare, the economy,
disease, women, and poverty---€ven though social science insights
could hardly be found there.
Some other early noteworthy conceptual introductions to the
thematic method are included in Taufik Adnan Amal and Syamsu
Rizal Panggabean' s T afs ir Kont eks tual Al - Qur an (1.9 89), which ar gues
for the need for a 'thematic-chronological' approach to contextu-
ally interpreting the Qur'an; Abdul Djalal's L[rgensiTafsir Mawdlu'i
pada Masa Kini (1990), which initially was his professor's inaugural
speech in Surabaya in 7986,71 relies on al-Farmdwl's conception as
well; and an article by the Iraqi scholar Mul.rammad Baqir al-Sadr
translated into Bahasa Indonesia as, "Pendekatan Tematik terhadap
Tafsir Al-Qur'an", that was published in a famous scholarly jour-
nal, L[lumul Qur'an (19091.,,In the same journal, in a series of articles
published during the early and mid-1990's, Dawam Rahardjo-who
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basically is an economist and social researcher--elaborated his own
model of thematic interpretation which he more often called 'inter-
preting the Qur'an with the Qur'an itself'.73 His series of thematic
commentary continually pick key terms in the Qur'an, suchashanif,
din, taqwa, khalifah, jihad, and ulu al-albab, but social science insights
noticeably shape his analyses.
The introduction of the method of thematic interpretation has
been followed by the continuously increasing number of published
books making use of this method in the last two decades, many of
which were originally completed for academic purposes.Ta This de-
velopment could be attributed partly to Quraish Shihab's influence,
especially in the Islamic higher education institutions in which
the method of thematic interpretation attracted a lot of students
finishing their theses-although they do not necessarily follow al-
Farmawr's framework or heed Shihab's suggestion to prioritize real
problems within society.
At the Syarif Hidayatullah State Islamic University (UIN)Jakarta
where Shihab has spent a number of years teaching, Suwito and
Muhbib demonstrat" thut, of 48 Qur'an-related 
^urt", theses sub-mitted to the Faculty of Graduate Studies during the period of
799I-2000,24 (50%) are thematic Qur'an interpretations.Ts My own
survey shows that from 2001 to 2005, there are 50 (58,1%) master
theses using the thematic approach out of 86 Qur'an-related master
theses submitted to the faculty, and up to 2005, there have been 30
(46,1%) doctoral dissertations using the thematic approach out of
65 Qur'an-related doctoral dissertations submitted to the faculty.
Many of these Masters and PhD theses that interpret the Qur'an
thematically have been subsequently published as books.76 This
trend does not exclusively take place at UIN Takarta.TT
Notions Concerning the Method of Thematic Interpretation
In Indonesian discourses on the thematic method of Qur'anic
interpretation, three issues are recurrently dealt with: what kind
of themes is most desirable; what principles should be underlined;
and in what way the method of thematic interpretation should be
applied.
According to Quraish Shihab, even though this method could
be utilized to discuss any theme, it would be better if the theme is
closely related to the real problems facing the society like poverty
and backwardness, as in such a way one could provide Qur'anic
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answers for these problems.Ts Consequently, comprehending the
problems prevailing in the community is a requirement for mawdil't
exegetes. Shihab thus associates tafslr mawdil 'l-with social purposes.
Indeed, he stresses that themes which are too theoretical should
be avoided,Te Similarly, Taufik Adnan Amal and Syamsu Rizal
Panggabean argue thatwhat is important ininterpreting the Qur'an
thematically is to provide practical Qur'anic solutions toward social
phenomena, and this necessarily requires a close look at social re-
alify.so
Regardless of the theme or the term to be discussed, however,
two principles are commonly and recurrently highlighted with re-
gard to the application of thematic method. The first is the impor-
tance of interpreting the Qur'an in light of the Qur'an itself. Hence,
this is basically a re-accentuation of the classical concept that al-
Qur'dnyufassiruba'duhuba'fla (the parts of the Qur'an explain each
other), or as 'Ah ibn Abi Talib once exclaimed, "istantiq al-Qur'an
(let the Qur'an speak)."81 In fact, the thematic method is considered
to be the best because it allows us to keep interpreting the Qur'an
with the Qur'an-the best method according to such eminent schol-
ars as Ibn Kath'rr, al-Zarkaskf., and Ibn Taymiyyah.s2 In this case,
the thematic interpretation of the Qur'an differs from traditional
commentaries of the musalsal kind, many of which have sometimes
tried to interpret the Qur'an with the Qur'an. What distinguishes
thematic interpretations from 'chained' or-in Hassan Hanafi's
term-'longitudinaf interpretations is that in the latter the inter-
preter merely reacts to what is said in the text as it occurs, whereas
in the former he or she can star! from the application of his or her
own questions to the text. Thematic interpretations pursue Qur'an's
answers and thereby are more rigorous in presenting the Qur'an as
a unity on its own terms.
The second principle highlighted is to pay close attention to the
chronolog-y of the Qur'an revelation-which is said to have been
frequently neglected in the application of the concept of al-Qur'an
y ufas s ir u b a' duhu b a' dan.83 A chronolo gy-conscious interpretation is
considered to be important because verses of the Qur'an were re-
vealed to the Prophet Muhammad in response to certain socio-his-
torical events; therefore by knowing the chronology of the Qur'an,
one can understand how the Qur'an reacts to a certain phenom-
enon.8a This chronological approach is also regarded as imperative
to avoid any mistake in drawing a legal conclusion.8s Moreover,
the chronological approach is helpful in better understanding the
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evolution of the meanings of a word or concept in the Qur'an.a0
Underscoring this principle, Indonesian scholars in a sense do not
feel bothered by the absence of complete agreement among both
Muslim and non-Muslim scholars on the chronological arrange-
ment of the whole Qur'an.87
In the case of Dawam Rahardjo, it seems that it is these two prin-
ciples, rather than the idea of thematic interpretation itself, that
more conspicuously attract his attention. Rahardjo often implies as
his primary idea a certain distinct model of interpreting the Qur'an
with the Qur'an.88 Two of his main proposals are to consider the
Qur'an as an'encyclopaedia' and al-Fati\ah as the Qur'an in a nut-
shell. As an 'encyclopaedia', the Qur'an itself certainly explains the
terms and the concepts that it mentions. It is therefore possible to
obtain the meaning of these terms and concepts from Qur'anic vers-
es as such. As the meaning of a particular term might have changed
over time during the period of revelation, the Qur'an should be read
in accordance with the chronology of revelation. Hence, one could
derive the meaning or sense of a term introduced in an earlier verse
from the later verses which mention it or its derivations. The de-
velopment of the meaning of the lsvrn'vofob'-an example used by
Rahardjo--could be explored by making a chronological list of the
verses containing this term (i.e. al-'Alaq/96: I,3; al-Muzammil/73:
B, 9, 19, 20; al-Mudd aththir / 7 4: 3, 7 ; al-Inshft ah / 9 4: B; al-Qalam / 68 :
2; and so forth). To make the accomplishment of such a task easier/
Rahardjo proposes the idea of tabulating key terms and their locus
in Qur'anic verses and chapters according to the chronology of rev-
elation.8e
Another hypothesis of Rahardjo is that the opening silrah al-
Fdtihah is the Qur'an in a nutshell. What he means is that al-Fatihah,
which functions as the introduction and core of the Qur'ary is repeat-
edly explained in the Qur'an.eo He justifies his argument by quoting
al- ljr /15: 87 which states, " And We hnae bestowed upon thee the Seaen
Oft-repeated (Verses) and the Grand Qur'an." The mufassiriln generally
understand the Seven Oft-repeated Verses (sab'an min al-mathdnT) as
al-Fatihah. Al-Fatihah is sometimes also called 'the Grand Qur'an'
(al-Qur'dn al-'Aatm). Rahardjo, moreover, identifies al-Fatihah as
muhkamat verses in relation to the other verses in the Qur'an which
are mutashabihdt.In this respect he defines muhknmdt verses as 'de-
ciding' or 'determining' ones, and mutnshabihaf verses as 'resem-
bling' ones. In this case, he refers to al 'Imran /3:7 whichidentifies
aydt mulTknmdt as umm al-Kitab ('the mother of the Book')-the term
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that Rahardjo underlines as one of the popular names of al-Fatihah.
For that reason, in Rahardjo's view, al-Fatihah could be used as an
'opener' or 'key'; or as a 'microscope' or a 'paradigm'-the words
he himself uses-to understand the verses in the remainder of the
Qur'an. In this regard, two methodological directions are possible:
explaining al-Fafihah with other Qur'anic verses, as well as refer-
ring Qur'anic verses back to al-Fatihah.el
In line with his assumptions about the chronological develop-
ment of the meanings of Qur'anic terms and the relationship be-
tween al-Fatihah and the remainder of the Qur'an, Rahardjo puts
forward the idea of interpreting the Qur'an by taking major terms
of al-Fatihah, e.g. rabb al-'dlamtn, ralqmdn,-rahmfrn-rahIm and sirdt
al-mustaqtm, as the primary point of departure, and subsequently
examining these terms through looking at the chronology of their
verses, and finally using the meanings obtained to shed light on
certain verses at issue.e2 However, Rahardjo himself has not yet real-
ized this idea fully; he has merely hinted at preliminary incomplete
examples.e3
BasicallywhatRahardjo has realized inhis mast erpiece, Ensiklopedi
al-Qur'an, is thematic Qur'an interpretation that picks for the most
part key terms outside al-Fatihah. He does not inform his readers as
to how he mapped out his strategy to interpret these terms, but he
gives a two-paragraph clue regarding some main steps he has con-
sistently taken in his thematic interpretation of the Qur'an. These
steps seem to include in sequential order: 1,) Choosing a key term; 2)
Collecting all verses containing this term;3) Arranging the verses in
chronological order; 4) Examining these verses in connection with
their surrounding verses; 5) Noticing the possible evolution of the
meaning-and-context of this term; 6) Constructing the view of the
Qur'an in regard to this term; and 7) Connecting this conceptual
view with other pertinent terms or concepts of the Qur'an.ea
These steps are different in some respects from those formulat-
ed by al-Farmawr, which have become quite popular in Indonesia
mainly after Quraish Shihab introduced it. Al-Farmawr formulates
seven steps of tafstr mawdtt't as follows: 1) Choosing a topic that
would be discussed; 2) Collecting Qur'anic verses related to the
topic, either Makkiyyah or Madaniyyah verses; 3) Organizing these
verses based on the chronology of revelation, while taking note of
their asb ab al-nuzlrl ; 4) Recognizing the correlations (munas ab at) be-
tween these verses and surrounding verses in their respective slirah;
5) Organizing the topic in a systematic outline; 6) Adding relevant
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hadtths to the explanation when necessary; arrd 7) Examining the
verses thoroughly by identifying verses having similar meanings,
harmonizing between the Emm and the khdss, between the mutlaq
and the muqayyad, and synchronizing the verses which are seem-
ingly contradictive, and explaining the nasikh and the mansfikh one,
so all verses can meet in one end without having discrepancies and
contradictions, or certain imposition toward some verses into inap-
propriate meanings.es
The main differences between these two schemes can be sum-
marized as follows. First, while al-Farmawr starts with a 'topic',
Rahardjo starts with a 'key term', which gives a different impres-
sion. 'Key terrn' ('knta kunci' or 'istilsh kunci') hints at an emphasis
on something important-primarily for attempting at something
else-that is, a specific word that has a deep and a wide meaning.
This choice is understandable because what Rahardjo suggests (and
intends to do) is principally to (take part in the efforts to) 'cultur-
alize' Qur'anic values within society, and to open up new hori-
zons of Qur'an understanding, particularly through obtaining new
Qur'anic explanations on traditional understanding. One can see
his motivation in this quotation:
I hope that the methodological approach to examining and discussing
the Qur'an I have mentioned earlier could open up a new perspective
in order to entrench the Qur'an within society more intensively. I
expect that this method would enable us to open up new horizons in
understanding the Qur'an. So far, there have been already many Qur'an
commentaries that, although written by eminent religious scholars, are
felt to be no longer relevant to the problems we face now. By using
certain key themes, we wouid perhaps be able to get new explanations
from the Qur'an itself on the meanings that we have so far accepted
conventionally. e6
This paragraph implies that what he talks about (and carries
out) is essentially an attempt to (contextually) grasp the Qur'an and
then present it, rather than an attempt to find a Qur'anic answer
for a certain problem-what the thematic interpretation is for in the
opinions of al-Farmdwi, Shihab and others-even though it may be
argued that there is really a negligible distinction between two at-
tempts.
Second, while al-Farmawl regards 'ulnm al-Qur'dn (Qur'anic
sciences) to be critical in his proposal for thematic interpretation,
Rahardjo does not show in his proposal any interest in (traditional)
'ulam al-Qur'dn. On the one hand, this corresponds to Rahardjo's
criticism of the claim that tafsir is an exclusive domain for those
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mastering 'ulilm al-Qur'dn, eventhough he does not reject that 'ul'ilm
al-Qur'dnis of importance to interpreting the Qur'an.e7 On the other
hand, this may be attributed to the fact that he was not formally
trained in Islamic studies-he majored in economic development.
However, Rahardjo himself claims that he continued studying
Islamic disciplines himself even after dropping out from Madrasah
Diniyah al-Islam, Solo, where he learned Islamic traditional scienc-
es for about six years (till he was 14 years old).e8In additiory while
Rahardjo admits that there is indeed benefit in the study of 'ulum aI-
Qur'dn, he argues that not everyone who majors in Islamic studies
tends to accommodate concepts of 'ulfim al-Qur'dn in their interpre-
tive frameworks
This is apparent, for instance, in the case of Taufik Adnan Amal
and Syamsu Rizal Panggabean, whose exegetical notions are ac-
tually concerned not only with how to understand the Qur'an in
context but also how to contextualize its message, devise a six-step
approach to understanding the Qur'an in context, to which they
sometimes refer as'thematic-chronological' interpretation. These
steps encompass:
1. Selecting a theme or a term, and collecting verses related to this
theme or term;
2. Studying this theme or term in connection with the historical
contexts of the periods before the revelation of the Qur'an as
well as during the revelation;
3. Observing the Qur'anic responses regarding this theme or term
chronologically,by involving the asbab al-nuziil, and at the same
time noticing the 'literary' contexts (siyaq) of the observed verses
in the Qur'an-this would help to draw conclusions on how the
Qur'an treated this theme or term in history and how this theme
or term develops in the Qur'an;
4. Connecting this theme or term with other relevant themes or
terms;
5. Concluding the goals of the Qur'an pertaining to this theme or
term; and
6. Understanding specific verses related to this theme or term in
light of the conclusions,ee
These steps also differ in some respect from those of al-Farmdwl.
Firstly, unlike al-Farmdwl's, Amal and Panggabean-like Rahar-
djo-principally do not take many of the concepts of 'ulnm al-Qur'dn
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as tools for comprehending the relationship among Qur'anic verses.
In fact, Amal and Panggabean even argue that these concepts (e.g.
muhkam-mutashabih, ndsikh-mansnkh) for the most part result from
the confusion about the gradual process of the stages of Qur'anic
teachings and supposedly contradictive verses, and authoritar-
ian attitude of classical scholars (mair{y fuqaha'), and not from the
Qur'an itself; these concepts have even contradicted the self-refer-
ential claims of the Qur'ary and in practice are often applied subjec-
tively and arbitrarily.loo
Secondly, Amal and Panggabean place emphasis on the inter-
pretation of the Qur'an in its socio-historical context. This goes be-
yond asbab al-nuzttl. This historical context, in their Fazlur Rahman-
influenced view, must include both the pre-Qur'an era and the
Qur'an revelation era, which could be reconstructed by referring
to literature from the times of jahiliyyah (pre-islam), historical ac-
counts that exist in tnfsirs, asbdb al-nuzul, hadlth, contemporary re-
search findings, and, of course, the explanation given by the Qur'an
itself.101
Thirdly, Amal and Panggabean highlight the need for reveal-
ing the 'aims' of the Qur'an. The complete understanding of these
(moral) aims is important for them for two reasons. First, this un-
derstanding would shed light on the meaning of specific verses of
the Qur'an. This would enable one to avoid partial and 'atomistic'
interpretations of the Qur'anic verses.1o2 Second, this understand-
ing is a must if one wants to suggest 'Qur'anic solutions' to social
problems. According to Amal and Panggabean, Qur'anic solutions
to social problems could not be obtained by referring to Qur'anic
specific verses through analogy. Reference to specific verses is an
arbitrary action-because it would be subjective, partial and unable
to provide comprehensive solutions. Meanwhile analogy (qrydt)
would have only a limited scope and would in practice tend to be
haphazard.1O3 Again, here one can see noticeable influence of Fazlur
Rahman on both scholars.
Thus, we have seen three important models of thematic interpre-
tation that have been introduced in Indonesia. Despite some remark-
able differences, these models have two points in common. First,
they bring to the fore the importance of considering the chronolog'y
of revelation in grasping the 'intention' of the Qur'an. Second, they
also emphasize the significance of considering the context of a verse
or term in the Qur'an (mundsnbah) in understanding how a theme
develops among other themes in the Qur'an.to't
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Reconsidering of The Historicity of the Qur'an
In the previous section/ we saw that several scholars are of the
opinion that taking a full account of the chronolog'y of revelation is
of crucial importance for thematically interpreting the Qur'an. We
have also seen a suggestion for having a closer look at the dialectical
relation between the revealed text and history (particularly the time
of the revelation) in the scheme of the thematic method. This paral-
lels the second main trend in the Indonesian Muslim endeavours
to rethink interpretive approaches to the Qur'an during the last 20
years, namely the reconsideration of the historical and cultural con-
text of the revelation.
This reconsideration by and large reflects an enthusiasm for dis-
covering the meaning of the Qur'an for believers in today's world,
and by so doing realizrng the doctrine al-Qur'En ffilih li kull znmdn wa
makan (the Qur'an is appropriate for all times and places). Cenerally,
it is the necessity for contextualizing the messages of the Qur'an in
the present that stimulates Indonesian Muslim scholars to think of
the relation between the meaning of the Qur'an and the historical
and cultural backgrounds of its revelation, even though they em-
brace different positions as regards whether this background must
be taken into account while interpreting the Qur'an.
One can identify two distinct positions pertaining to this issue.
The first is that the Qur'an has to be understood through a his-
torical contextualizatton of the text. The second is that the Qur'an
has to be understood by detaching it from its 'historical burdens'.
Nevertheless, it is safe to say that the first has attracted more atten-
tion in Indonesian Muslims' discourses.
Endeavours to (Re)consider Historical Approaches
to Interpreting the Qur'an
The Indonesian discourses on historical approaches to interpret-
ing the Qur'an seem to owe very much to the popularity of Fazlur
Rahman in Indonesia, which can be attributed partly to the influence
of two of his Indonesian disciples, Nurcholish Madjid and Ahmad
Syafii Maarif.1o5 Rahman's thought on the methodology of Qur'an
interpretation has been introduced as early as the mid-1980s most
importantly through a translation of his book, Islam and Modernity
(1985),105 and a translation of his article, "Interpreting the Qur'an",
included in Metode dnn Alternatif Neomodernisme Islam (1987).toz
What is relevant to our discussion herein is that in Rahman's view
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(also mentioned in both books), contemporary exegesis must focus
on the historical circumstances of revelation as the most valuable
means of understanding the verses of the Qur'an.108 His suggestion
is mainly based on the premise that "the Qur'an is the divine re-
sponse, through the Prophet's mind to the moral and social situa-
tion of the Prophet's Arabia, particularly the problems of the com-
mercial Meccan society of his day."tos In line with this suggestion,
he advocates that the process of interpretation nowadays requires a
double movement: from the present to the Qur'anic period and then
back to the present.llo
This idea of double movement has been adapted by Amal and
Panggabean in formulating their idea of tafsir kontekstual (1989;.ttt
It is not surprising that understanding the Qur'an within its proper
historical-chronological context is one of the key concepts in their
approach to Qur'an interpretation. This concept means that the un-
derstanding of the Qur'an has to be 'interacted' with its 'micro his-
torical background' which is asbab al-nuzfrl, and 'macro historical
background' which is the historical conditions in Arabia before and
during the era of revelation.
In the 1980s, the idea of understanding the Qur'anwithin the con-
text of the struggle of the Prophet was also introduced by Dawam
Rahardjo in some essays included in Al-Fatihnh Paradigma Al-Quran
(194S;,t' However, in this case Rahardjo gets inspiration mainly not
from Rahman's idea of hermeneutics and interpretation, but from
the method used by his ex-teacher, K.H. Abbas Dasuki, in the latter's
tafsirlearning circle, and from Mul.rammad flusayn Haykal's flayat
Muhammad as well as Abii al-A'la al-Mawdudr's book translated
into Bahasa Indonesia as Prinsip-prinsip Utams dalam Memahami al-
Qur'an (197|1.ttt Rahardjo contends that the struggle of the Prophet,
and the history of pre-Islamic Arabia and Islamic Arabia more
broadly, are the 'wider occasions of revelation' in which we can
contextualize the Qur'anic verses. His argument is mainly based on
the premise that the Qur'an is 'a book of proselityzation' (kitab dak-
wah) whichwas revealed in line with missionary considerations,
The idea of relying on the socio-historical background in order to
understand the meaning of the Qur'anic text has received some crit-
icism from ]alaluddin Raklxnatll4 in his foreword to Taufik Adnan
Amal's Islam dan Tantangan Modernitas (1989) in which he cautions
that there are many problems to be resolved if one is going to real-
ize this idea.115 This suggestion of papng serious attention to the
socio-historical background of revelation is, moreover, deliberately
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ignored by Kuntowijoyo in his Paradigma Islam (1991) in which he
argues for the need for a methodology that can separate the Qur'an
from the burdens of its oast historical context.115
Views Reconsidering the Historical Context of the Qur'an
As mentioned earlier, there are two distinct positions on the sig-
nificance of paying attention to the historical context of the Qur'an
in interpreting its text. Both positions seek to answer the question of
whether one should understand the Qur'an in or beyond its histori-
cal context.
Understanding the Qur'an in Its Historical Context
Some scholars are of the opinion that it is not feasible to contex-
tualize the messages of the Qur'an in the present without properly
understanding it in its historical context.117 It is their firm conviction
that the Qur'anic text is related to history in a much more compre-
hensive way to the point that exegetical methods have to be fun-
damentally changed in light of this dialectical relation between the
revealed text and its historical circumstances.
In the classical history of Qur'an interpretation, the recognition
of the close relationship between the revealed text and history has
actually been expressed mainly through the concept of asbab al-
nuztil ('reasons for revelation'). However, in the Indonesian Muslim
discourse, classical scholars are often considered as not recognizing
the consequence that the Qur'an had to be understood as a histori-
cal text; this is why they regarded asbab al-nuzrTl as little more than
footnotes to the revelation itself. Amal and Panggabean have assert-
ed that, "the existence of asbdb al-nuzttl in the traditional Qur'anic
exegeses, not only does not interact with the commentary, but also
uncritical. The quotations of the materials of asbab al-nuztrl are at-
tached without being firstly examined in their historical context.//118
Zuhairi Misrawi and Rumadi are also disappointed that "in conser-
vative exegeses, asbab al-nuzAl tends to be understood in an ad hoc
way, being put in the framework of bnydnlle epistemology to sup-
port orthodox views.'120
Therefore, these scholars recommend the application of 'wider
asbab al-nuzi.tl' or the 'macro-historical background', most impor-
tantly the history of the Islamic Arabia at the Prophet's time and the
pre-Islamic Arabia, in addition to the 'micro-historical background'
which is equivalent to the traditional meaning of asbab al-nuztrl.L2l
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Moreover, they emphasize the need for interpreting the Qur'an in
its broader historical context, in line with the historical development
of Islam's emergence or the development of the Prophet's mission.
\Atrhy is such a historical approach considered to be important?
The main reason is because, in Amal and Panggabean's view, the
Qur'an was a response to the historical situations as well as reli-
gious beliefs and practices of the Arab society before and during the
time of revelation. Given this fact, the import or meaning of a given
Qur'anic statement has to be understood by studying the histori-
cal situation or problem to which it was the answer without which
the significance of the Qur'anic teachings would not be well-under-
stood.122In additioru Amal and Panggabean argue that understand-
ing the historical background of the revelation will prevent us from
superimposing preconceptions on the Qur'an while interpreting it.
For Amal and Panggabeary who adapt Fazlur Rahman's inter-
pretive methodology, studying this socio-historical background is a
necessary step prior to 'distilling' the social-moral objectives from
specific Qur'anic answers to the situation or the problem in this
background. It is argued that without studying this socio-historical
background, the objectives of the Qur'an could not be inferred.123
Such a study will help us to identify the social-moral phenomena in
the Arab society at that time, the Qur'an's treatment toward these
phenomena, and the way in which the Qur'an modified or trans-
formed these phenomena in order to make them consistent with the
Qur'anic worldview. By doing so, we will have guidance for deal-
ing with our present problems, particularly in order to appropriate
them to the objectives of the Qur'an.tz+
According to Amal and Panggabean, any theme in the Qur'an
can and should be interpreted in the light of its chronological socio-
historical background. It is primarily in this aspect that they disagree
with Fazlur Rahman-and approve Alford T. Welch's critiques of
Rahman. Rahman has suggested that in the case of understanding
theological or metaphysical statements of the Qur'ary the specific
background of the revelation is not required.ls In fact, except for the
treatment of a few themes, Rahman does not use the chronological
procedure-he uses the logical procedure instead-for synthesizing
themes in his Major Themes of the Qur'an.126 Questioning Rahman's
conclusiory Amal and Panggabean argue that even theological and
metaphysical issues in the Qur'an have to be interpreted in the light
of the historical and chronological approaches in order to attain a
comprehensive understanding of these issues. Without historical
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and chronological approaches, Qur'anic theological and metaphys-
ical teachings will appear to be inconsistent and confusing. They
show that even metaphysical concepts like mala'ikah and Allahhave
developed in accordance with the development of Muhammad's
mission.127
While Amal and Panggabean criticize Rahman for not paying
attention to the historical-cfuonological background of Qur'anic
metaphysical teachings, Jalaluddin Rakhmat criticizes Rahman for
not clarifying how the socio-historical background of revelation can
be reconstructed. As Rakhmat states:
Everyone would like to agree that historical context is greatly needed
to understand the Qur'an, Everyone would know also that asbab aI-
nuzill and tdrtkh are very important. Both are really needed especially to
determine the (ideal-moral) objectives or targets that the Qur'an seeks
to achieve or the ratio legis. What people want to know is how Rahman
elucidates the verses that have no asbdb al-nuzfrl; also, how we can verify
the social situations within tdrtkh that we can access.14
Rakhmat views that relying on a historical approach to under-
standing the Qur'anic is problematic. For one thing, he emphasizes
the fact that it is quite difficult to obtain a complete and valid de-
scription of the socio-historical situations in which the Qur'an was
revealed. In his view, the problem lies on the fact that we must rely
on tdrtkh and asbab al-nuztil literatures. TArtkh sources are often not
free from biases. Meanwhile asbab al-nuzrTl literatures, as Rahman
himself admits, are often paradoxical. In fact, hadrths on asbab al-
nuztil are not many, and the majority of these few lTadrths are not
highly reliable,l2e This does not mean that Rakhmat disapproves the
principle of understanding the Qur'an in its historical context. As
the above quotation implies, what needs approval or disapproval is
the choice of methods and sources in grasping the historical context
of the revelation, rather than the benefits of historical approach.
Understanding the Qur'anbeyond Its Historical Context
Unlike previous scholars who emphasize the significance of
the Qur'an's historical context in interpretatiory Kuntowijoyo and
Moeslim Abdurrahman to a lesser extent assert that what is more
important in interpreting the Qur'an is to liberate it from its 'his-
torical burdens' in order to avoid a distorted understanding of its
eternal message. According to Abdurrahman, social reality of the
historical episode in which the Qur'an was revealed has some limi-
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tations which may distort our understanding of its true universal
message, and the latter can therefore be understood if one is ca-
pable of deconstructing the 'historical obstacles' (kendala-kendala se-
jarah) of that episode.l3o This parallels his appreciation of Mahmtrd
Mulrammad Thdhd's idea that in the process of deconstruction and
reconstruction of Qur'anic interpretatiory Muslims should look to
the Meccan period, rather than to the Medinah period, which he
believes was coloured by 'historical distortions'.131
Kuntowijoyo even talks about this historical 'burden' in its
broader sense/ indicating that it includes not only the history of the
revelation but also the past history of Qur'anic interpretation. He
arSues:
Even though the Qur'an can also be regarded as a historical document
since almost all of its statements refer to actual events in accordance with
its historical context when it was revealed, its main message is actually
transcendental, beyond the time. To understand this message, one needs
methodology which is able to detach the Qur'anic text from its context,
namely by releasing the textual meaning from contextual interpretation
and its historical biases. Perhaps by doing so, one would be criticized
for disregarding the Qur'an's historical context, or disregarding certarn
contextual interpretation of the Qur'an as apparent in many of classical
intellectual heritages.
This critique is, in fact, correctto some extent. However, our purpose
is to bring the Qur'anic text into an interpretive level which is free from
historical burdens and biases. In other words, one wants to direct the
meanings of the text-which often serves as a response to historical
reality-to its universal messages and transcendental meanings. And
next, [one] also wants to liberate [the existing] interpretations of the
Qur'an from certain biases that flow from the limitations of historical
situations . , .132
Although Kuntowijoyo does not explicitly state that the histori-
cal context of the Qur'an is unimportant, he does highlight the need
for liberating the Qur'an from being interpreted solely in the histori-
cal context. This suggestion appears in the context of Kuntowijoyo's
affirmation of the necessity of theory building-particularly social
theorybuilding-based on the Qur'an. For Kuntowijoyo, this means
that the Qur'an should be seen as a 'paradigm' as a construction
of knowledge that enables us to understand reality as the Qur'an
understands it. This further means a recognition of the existence of
a struktur transendental ('transcendental structure') that serves as a
'reference' for understanding reality. In line with this recognition,
the Qur'an has to be understood as having a transcendental con-
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struction of the pure idea, an autonomous and ideal order or system
of idea, to which one can refer for understanding reality.133 It is as
this 'reference' that the Qur'an must be detached from any histori-
cal burden and bias, including that of the historical circumstances
of Qur'an revelation.
Indeed, Kuntowijoyo has spoken about the importance of 'his-
torical understanding' (pemahamanhistoris) of the Qur'an while pro-
posing his idea of 'programs of reinterpretation' for 're-actualizing'
Islam. However, what he means by this is a call for contextuaLiz-
ing our understanding of the Qur'an into our contemporary situa-
tions, rather than an appeal for taking a full account of the histori-
cal circumstances of the era of Qur'an revelation in interpretation.
Drawing some examples, he states that:
So far our understanding of the narratives in the Qur'an tends to be
ahistorical, whereas in fact the Qur'an tells us about these narratives
in order for us to think historically. For instance, we often understand
the story of the oppressed Israelis during the Pharaoh era only in
the context of that time. We never think that the so-called oppressed
actually exist at all times and in every social system. In the era of
feudalism, in the system of capitalism, and in the system of socialism,
there are always the oppressed (mustad'afun). For that reason, we have
to explain who these oppressed people are in history, including at the
present, namely in the system of social economy which makes possible
the accumulation of capital in the hands of few elites. Another example
is that in a Qur'anic verse, we are commanded to 'liberate the shackled'.
By thinking historically, we will be able to identify who is meant by 'the
shackled' in our socio-political system today.13a
Elsewhere Kuntowijoyo reasserts that, "in order to understand,
someone has to know his or her historical context."l3s This implies
that what is more important to bear in mind is one's current condi-
tions in interpreting the Qur'an. In the context of his idea of struk-
turalisme transendental ('transcendental strucfuralism'), this notion
is again stressed. In Kuntowijoyo's view, an understanding of his-
tory (kesadaran sejarah)-rneaning that we have to realize'the socio-
historical distance' between Islam in seventh century Arabia and
Islam in contemporary Indonesia for instance, as Muslim society
has changed or transformed over time-is essential if we want to
apply the social 'episteme' that emerged fifteen centuries ago in our
present-day society.136
Scholars such as Kuntowijoyo, however, who prefer to inter-
pret the Qur'an in light of the socio-historical conditions in which
it was revealed, do not view the present context to be irrelevant
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altogether. Rather, the emphasis on contextualization of the Qur'an
is followed-up differently; while some scholars understand this as
a demand for taking into account the socio-historical background
of the revelation, others see this as an liberating the Qur'an from its
historical burdens.137
Controversies Over Western Hermeneutics
In recent years, hermeneutika has been a serious bone of conten-
tion in Indonesian Muslim discourses. \Alhile this discussion of
hermeneutikn does not always relate to Qur'anic studies, it is on the
utilization of hermeneutika in Qur'anic studies that the contention
focuses. Some scholars argue for the application of hermeneutikn to
the Qur'an, while others argue against this idea.
It should be underlined that the term 'hermeneutika' in the
Indonesian context does not properly equate in meaning to the
English word 'hermeneutics'. Therefore, to avoid any confu-
sion, the Indonesian word'hermeneutikn' will be more often used.
'Hermeneutlka' denotes most of the time the Westem modern theo-
ries of hermeneutics, ranging from those of F.E.D. Schleiermacher,
to those of Paul Ricoeur. Thus, it by and large refers to a Western
product of thought, even though in the debate, the adjective
'Western' (Ind. Barat) is rarely combined with the word'hermeneu-
flka'. Nonetheless, it should also be noted that what hermeneutikn
means to its proponents might sometimes be considerably differ-
ent from whathermeneutika means to its opponents. The proponents
might widen the meaning of the term so that it could stand for any
theory of interpretatiory whereas the opponents might narrow
its meaning so that it exclusively signifies a Christian tradition of
Biblical interpretation.
The Chronology of the Debate
just as the method of thematic interpretation is often associated
in Indonesia with the name of Quraish Shihab, hermeneutika is of-
ten associated with the name of Amin Abdullah, who is widely-
known as'Bapak Hermeneutikn Indonesia' ('the Indonesian Father of
Hermeneutics')138 because of his intensive promotion o f hermeneutika
in his forewords to a variety of booksl3e and his frequent appearanc-
es at academic forums. He initially recommended Western herme-
neutics to be employed in interpreting the Qur'an as early as 1991.
through his article in the scholarly journal, Al-lami'ah'140 Reference
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to hermeneutika later reappears in his Studi Agamn (1996),14r where
Abdullah makes a brief argument to recommendhermeneutikn-but
does not only explain the meaning of hermeneutika-in understand-
ing the Qur'an.
A more serious attempt to introduce Western hermeneutics in
Indonesian Islamic-discourse was initially made by Komaruddin
Hidayatla2 through his Memahami Bahasa Agama (19961.'nu In this
book, Hidayat-who, like Abdullah, completed his doctoral de-
gree in philosophy at Middle East Technical University, Ankara-
repeatedly gives explanations about the hermeneutical problems
one would encounter if one were to apply hermeneutika in studying
the Qur'an. However, while he recommendshermeneutikn andstates
that hermeneutikn takes further steps in terms of methodology than
the tafsir tradition in Islam, Hidayat notes that this does not mean
hermeneutikn is better than tafsir as a methodology of interpreting
the Qur'an.14
Since the mid-1990s, support for hermeneutikn has been on the
rise amongst Indonesian Muslim students, particularly in Yogya-
karta and Jakarta.las Such a phenomenon selves as a background
for the inclusion of hermeneutikn as a subject in the curricula of the
Department of Tafsir and \Tadith at UIN Yogyakarta in 1997,ra6 and
at UIN Jakarta in 2001,.
Debate surrounding the use of hermeneutics to interpret the
Qur'an first appeared in Nashruddin Baidan's article in a scholarly
journal, Esensin (2001).14? Here Baidan identifies the similarities and
differences between hermeneutika and tafsir/ta'wil, and argues for the
inadequacy of hermeneutikn to interpret the Qur'an. He recognizes,
however, that hermeneutikn might be useful to study Qur'anic ex-
egeses.
It was the association of hermeneutika with 'liberal Islam' (Islam
liberal) that, from my point of view, led hermeneutikn to increas-
ingly considerable controversy, as liberal Islam groups started to
increasingly receive new vigour of strong opposition. The identifi-
cation of the introduction of hermeneutikn as an agenda of the liberal
Islam groups was initiated by Fauzan Al-Anshari's148short article
published inRepublika (20021.*t By making such an association, Al-
Anshari wanted to assert that hermeneutika-which he identifies as
an interpretive method that is mainly based on reason and 'pas-
sion' (hawa nafsu), and is not tied to the requirements and meth-
ods of the classical Muslim scholars (salafl-would adversely affect
fundamental Muslim beliefs. Such an association further underlies
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continuing objections to hermeneutika in'Islamic media', most im-
portantly Media D akwahls| and Hiday atullah.rsr
The opposition to hermeneutikn, however, did not receive a lot
of ammunition until the publication of the first and-to a lesser
extent-second editions of the journal Islamia (2004),152 which con-
tains numerous serious articles arguing against the introduction of
hermeneutikn to Qur'anic studies. This journal makes every effort to,
first, reveal the origins of hermeneutikn, stressing the difference be-
tween Islam and the West, and second, set out strong arguments
for the incompatibility of hermeneutika with the Qur'an, underlining
the possible conceptual confusion that hermeneutika would create
when applied to the Qur'ary and third, convince the reader of the
supremacy of tafsir or 'ulilm al-Qur'dn.
A serious argument against hermeneutika is made by Alireza
Alathasls3 in a scholarly journal, Al-Huda (2005;."n Alathas argues
that if Heidegger's and Gadamer's theories of hermeneutics were
applied to Islam, they would make the teachings and texts of reli-
gion no longer meaningful since they would lead to relativism, de-
nial of the existence of a true or standard understanding of religious
text, ignorance about this text, and absence of definite parameters
for religious text understanding.
A number of books published in recent times are solid examples
of the fypes of works which the anti-hermeneutika camp perceives
as devastating to Islam in general and to Islamic law in particular.
These include such titles as Fiqih Lintas Agama by the Paramadina
team (2003),155 and the draft Pembaruan Hukum Islam: Counter Legal
Draft Kompilasi Hukum Islam by the Gender Mainstreaming Team
and the Department of Religious Affairs (200+7.'se Hermeneutikn, in
fact, is often linked with liberal Islam, particularly Jaringan Islam
Liberal (the Liberal Islam Network, or JIL)
Main Issues in the Debate
Three themes or issues that are most commonly debated with
regards to hermeneutika include the position of hermeneutika with re-
gard to Islam, the compatibility of hermeneutika witln the Qur'an,
and the significance of hermeneutikn for studying the Qur'an. Those
who are of the opinion that hermeneutikn is not a suitable approach
to interpreting the Qur'an feel this way because they see it as some-
thing new and alien to Islam, and incompatible with the interpreta-
tion of the Qur'an.
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It is important to note that both the opponents and-to a lesser
extent-the proponents have often made statements or arguments
that do not have much relevance to the substance of the debate. For
example, the opponents refer to the proponents as those who are
not experts or authoritative in tafsir,lsT while the proponents con-
sider the opponents as those claiming to possess the truth but not
ready to 'listen to the truth'.158 In what follows, such arguments,
with a few exceptions, are generally ignored.
The Position o/Hermeneutika with regard to lslsm
Many of the proponents of hermeneutikn see the contents or prin-
ciples of hermeneutikn as something not really new in Islam. In fact,
they argue that hermeneutika is equivalent to tafsir. The supporters
could easily say that, in its generic meaning as a process of under-
standing, "hermeneutika has existed since religion emerged, even
since human-beings appeared as a cultured creature.'/1se They as-
sert that hermeneutika, in its general meaning as an effort to explain
or understand the message and meaning of an utterance or writ-
ing, "is recognized in Islamic tradition by the term tafsir and ta'wil
sciences,"160 which emerged in "the early era of Islamic history,"10t if
not when "the Qur'an was revealed."162
Keeping in mind the different connotations of tafsir and ta'wil,
they subsequently prefer to seehermeneutika as comparable to ta'wil.
Komaruddin Hidayat, for instance, maintains that,
. . . one of the main roles of hermeneutika is to preserve the spirit of a text,
so that this text would not become 'a dead body' (corpse) as the spirit
which gives life and dynamics to 'the body of text' disappears. That
is why hermeneutika is more appropriately equated with fa'zoil, rather
than tafsir, in the tradition of Islamic sciences. Ta'wil means returning
the meaning of a text to its initial form, which is living and dynamic,
and this meaning has now been contained or perhaps enclosed in the
body of the text.163
That hermeneutika is synonymous with ta'wil is also asserted by
Abdul Hadi WM. Using the term in the context of literary studies
rather than Qur'anic studies, he argues that ta 'zull is Islamic herme-
neutics. He refers to ta'wil as 'spiritual hermeneutics' whose tradi-
tion was commenced by la'far al-Sadiq (699-756 AD), and in turn
developed and practiced by Sufis, including the Malay Sufi Hamzah
Fansuri (d. circa 1600 AD).1e Hadi even shows the similarities be-
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tween the principles of Sufistic ta'wil and those of modern herme-
neutics.l6s
In this regard, Hadi talks about hermeneutika in its meaning as a
method, theory or art of understanding and interpreting. Nasaruddin
ljmar states thathermeneutikahas existed in Islam in the formof usul
al-fiqh science, primarily since al-Shdfi'i (150-204 AH/767-820 AD)
formulated 'the rules of discourse interpretation' (fahm).166In addi-
tion, he suggests that Ibn Khaldun (732-784 AH/1332-1382 AD) also
pioneered the approach. of hermeneutikn by advocating continuous
reinterpretation in line with social dynamics.167
Another classical scholar referred to in similar arguments is Ibn
Taymiyyah (661.-728 AH/1263-1.328 AD). Defining hermeneutikn as
a process of interpretation that pays attention to three aspects: who
talked, to whom the talk was (originally) addressed, and at whom
the talk was aimed, Nashruddin Baidan and Dawam Rahardjo as-
sert that hermeneutika is not something new in Islamic intellectual
traditiory because the need for paying attention to these aspects has
been recognized in the interpretive theories of Ibn Taymiyyah.168
However, Baidan's assertion is not to support the proposal for
using hermeneutika as a methodological tool in studying the Qur'an,
rather merely to show that there are some similarities betweentafsir
and hermeneutika. The similarities themselves, for Baidan, do not
necessarily justify the idea of adopting hermeneutikn In his view,
one has also to consider the differences between tafsir and herme-
neutikn to assess the compatibility of hermeneutikawith the Qur'an.
Taking these differences into account, Baidan himself rejects herme-
neutikn as a method of interpreting the Qur'an.
In fact, many supporters of hermeneutika agree that although
the commonalities between hermeneutikn and tafsir science or 'ulum
al-Qur'an have to be recognized, the novel aspects of the modern
hermeneutics have to be underlined as well. Komaruddin Hidayat,
for instance, suggests that hermeneutikn seems to, in terms of meth-
odology, take steps further so that it goes beyond the limit of tafsir
science tradition that is so far developed in Islamic studies.l6e
Similarly, Fahruddin Faiz contends that, even though the aspect of
hermeneutika that hypothesizes the plurality of understanding has
its roots in classical 'ulam al-Qur'd.n,170 hermeneutika offers new per-
spectives to tnfsir science with theories and concepts of understand-
ing from the contemporary tradition of philosophical and critical
hermeneutics.lTl Likewise, Ilham Saenong argues that "'traditional
Qur'anic hermeneutics', either in the form of tafsir or ta'wil, basical-
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ly does not fulfil sufficiently the criteria of modern hermeneutics,"
because "both do not fulfil the elements of dialectical relationship
befween the text, the interpreter, and the reality in interpretive ac-
tivity, [elements] that-according to modern hermeneutics--cannot
be neglected in defining the meaning."rzz
Thus, the proponents consider hermeneutikn as something not
alien to Islam which in their view justifies the adoption of herme-
neutika.l73 On the other hand, the opponents generally assume that
hermeneutikn is completely foreign to Islam and make a sharp dis-
tinction between tafsir or ta'wil and hermeneutika. They even reject
any view that considers hermeneutikn and tafsir or ta'wil to be syn-
onymous. Adnin Armas174 mentions that the main reason as to why
hermeneutika cannot be regarded as synonymous with tafsir or ta'wil
is because hermeneutika, being a part of the vocabulary of Western
philosophy which is also closely related to Biblical interpretation,
has a different background compared to tafsir in Islamic tradition.
Ugi SuhartolTs gives the example thathermeneutikn takes textual criti-
cism toward the Bible as a point of departure, while textual criticism
toward the Qur'an does not exist in Islamic tradition.176
Armas provides further reasoning for his positiory which in-
cludes: 1") from an epistemological standpoint, hermeneutika relies
merely on reasory while tafsir rclies on revelation'|77 2) hermeneutika
considers all interpretations as relative, whereas in fact there are
many agreements among Qur'an exegetes which prove that their
interpretations are not relative;178 3) hermeneutika does not require
specific qualities for the interpreter, while tafsir suggests that the
Qur'an interpreter must meet certain requirements;l7e and 4) the
role of Hermes which serves as a background of hermeneutika,, is not
the same as the role of the Prophet Muhammad,18o Some of these
reasons/ as seen below, are also the reasons why hermeneutika is not
compatible with the Qur'an.
The Compatibility of Hermeneutika with the Qur'an
Those who recommend the hermeneutika approach to interpret-
ing the Qur'an assume that hermeneutikn can be used as a 'means'
because it deals with the method or art of text understanding; there-
fore, the Qur'an as a text cannot avoid the applicability of hermeneu-
tika for it. As Komaruddin Hidayat states, ".,. when a very com-
plex discourse is writtery the narrowing and draining of meaning
and nuance is unavoidable. Hence is the relevance and urgency of
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hermeneutika as a methodology of interpretation to approach the
Qtlt'an."rst
On the other hand, those who reject the idea of adapting herme-
neutika to suit Islam highlight the fact thathermeneutika comes from
the tradition of Christian text interpretation. This means that ,,the
problem of understanding of a text of a particular religion can-
not be resolved by a method of understanding of a text of another
r€ligion."tsz They insist that, just as the contents or concepts of 'ulum
al-Qur'an cannot be applied to the Bible, hermeneutika cannot be ap-
plied to the Qur'an either.183 From their point of view, hermeneutika
has been used for dealing with the problems-mainly of authentic-
ity or originality-which are typical of the Bible, not the Qur'an.rea
Additionally, they underline that hermeneutika has emerged
and developed within the context of a particular civilization and
its worldview, which has its own presuppositions regarding ethics,
ontology, cosmology, and metaphysics. Hermeneutika has evolved
in three milieus: the society influenced by the Greek philosophy,
the ]ewish and Christian conununities, and the European society of
the Enlightenment. Just as the worldviews of these communities are
incompatible with Islam, so too is hermeneutikn incompatible with
Islam.18s
Arguing against this opinion, Fahruddin Faiz reminds the anti-
hermeneutikn camp of the fact that many a Western intellectual and
cultural invention has been adopted by Muslims, and according-
ly rejecting hermeneutika simply by virtue of its Western origin is
an inconsistent attitude.186 However/ some of the opponents have
stated that their rejection of hermeneutika has nothing to do with
anti-Western attitude. What they call for is, rather, the avoidance of
conceptual confusion by critically discerning the origin and nature
of hermeneutikn and not immediately assuming the compatibility of
hermeneutika with the Qur'an.tez
First of all, they see that the truth perceived in hermeneutikn is
relative, subjective, and tends to be nihilistic, and this would be in-
congruent with the aim of interpreting the Qur'an which is not to
obtain a relative, subjective or nihilistic truth.188 In addition, they
notice that hermeneutikn requires the interpreter to be sceptical, full
of prejudice, always doubtful about the truth no matter where it
comes from, and trapped in a so-called 'hermeneutic circle'18e in
which the meaning always changes.leo
Faiz responds to this argument by stating that the 'relativity'
within hermeneutika is something 'human' and is not an untenable
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assumption. The inevitability of the involvement of the context in
interpretatiory as hermeneutikrt suggests, is basically a description of
the reality of the interpretation process that one experiences. The
plurality of understanding that hermeneutikn advocates does not
also necessarily impty nihilism. The insistence on plurality, fotFaiz,
is best perceived as an insistence on 'diverse certainty', rather than
a call for being sceptical and nihilist.lel
Secondly, the opponents consider thathermeneutikn relies mere-
ly on reason, while reason alone is insufficient to understand the
Qur'an since it has its limitations. They also argue that hermeneu-
tikn allows reason to be uncontrolled, so it can easily result in de-
viation.le2 Parallel to this are Nashruddin Baidan's arguments that
hermeneutikn assumes that the meaning of any text can be interpret-
ed, while there are some parts of the Qur'an for which the meaning
cannot be discerned by human intellect, and only God knows the
true meaning.le3
Thirdly, the opponents see thathermeneutikatteats Holy Scripture
like other texts.1e4 Responding to this argument, Fahruddin Faiz in-
sists that hermeneutika does not equate the status of the Holy Scripture
with the status of other texts, rather their 'body' (wadag).In terms of
the 'body' of the text, the Qur'an does not differ from other texts.les
Lastly, the anti- hermeneutikncamp complains that hermeneutikn does
not recognize deviance of interpretation and allows anyone to be a
text interpreter; for scholars of this view, not just anyone is qualified
to interpret the Qur'an.1e6
In addition to the arguments discussed above, the opponents
also make arguments against hermeneutikn regarding its applica-
tion. Firstly, it is argued that hermeneutikn does not give detailed
guidelines and simply deals with hypotheses of interpretation.leT
Secondly, it is argued thathermeneutika does rtol"tark" interpretive
procedures according to their reliability.le9 Faiz argues, however,
that generally hermeneutikn is also concerned with the reliability
of procedures of interpretation-the procedure of interpreting the
Qur'an with the Qur'an, for instance, can be generated from the
principle of intertextuality'.1ee
The Significance of Hermeneutika in Qur'nnic Studies
The proponents of hermeneutikn argue thathermeneutikn is of cru-
cial importance to Qur'an interpretation since it helps maintain the
spirit of the Qur'an in the context of modern times.200 In addition,
they believe that hermeneutika will necessarily enrich and enhance
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the tradition of Qur'an interpretation. This is because hermeneutika
reminds us to be conscious of the factors that determine the Drocess
of understanding,20l Hermeneutika also reminds us to alwayi notice
the triadic relatiorship between the realm of the author, the realm of
the text, and the realm of the reader. Moreover, hermeneutika makes
us aware of the need not only for taking the text and the context into
account in interpretation, but also for 'contextualization'2o2 which is
said to have been ignored in classical approaches to the Qur'an.ro,
Above all, the proponents seehermeneutikn as proposing an alterna-
tive interpretive model that could present "all possible faces of the
trrth",zot and help develop an "inclusive and tolerant tradition of
interpretati orr."zos
The opponents of hermeneutika warn of the possible negative im-
pacts of using hermeneutika to study the Qur'an. They insist, for in-
stance, that hermeneutika has become closely related to the spirit of
liberalization from the Church's authority and tradition, and mod-
ern hermeneutika ultirnately has created troubles for Christians by
subordinating the method of Bible interpretation to the principles
of general hermeneutikn 205 In fact, the opponents repeatedly assert
that hermeneutika, when applied to Qur'anic interpretatiory would
inevitably lead some people to repudiate the status of the Qur'an as
kolam Allah (the words of God), question its authenticity, and chal-
lenge the validity of the Uthmani mushaf-the things that have be-
come a part of Muslim belief.2o7 They note this as a part of the orien-
talists mission to make the Qur'an out to be regarded as the 'word
of man' and not the 'authentic' word of God.208
As an example, the opponents show how some proponents of
hermeneutikn have affirmed that the Qur'ary just like any other text,
is a cultural product (which for them implies that the Qur'an is not
kalam Allah (the words of God); by seeing a text as a cultural prod-
uct, in the opponents' view, hermeneutika has ignored the transcen-
dental, divine and miraculous aspects of the Qur'an.zos The oppo-
nents see that the application of hermeneutikawillnot only adversely
affect Muslim beliefs regarding the sacred status of the Qur'an in
particular, but will also result in unfavourable interpretations of the
Qur'an. Adian Husaini, for example, relates the declaration that the
Qur'an is a cultural product to an ongoing effort to achieve interpre-
tation that is favourable to the presently hegemonic culture. In his
view, the deconstruction of the concept of the Qur'anic text askalam
Allah is actually meant to give way to the use of liberal hermeneutika
which will produce interpretation that is biased and suited to the
demands of the presently dominant Western cultural values,2i0
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Responding to this argument, the proponents maintain that
hermeneutikn is not meant to identify or confirm the weaknesses of
the Qur'an. The result of the application of hermeneutikn, moteover,
will not necessarily put Muslim beliefs into disorder' From their
point of view, hermeneutika as a methodological means is neutral,
so the result will very much depend on who uses it or how it is
used,211
As regards the impact of hermeneutikn on interpretation, the
opponents argue that hermeneutika will have far-reaching conse-
quences that are more dangerous than simply biased interpretation.
First, the Qur'an will not be understandable because hermeneutikn
affirms the problem that "if interpretation itself is based on inter-
pretation, the circle of interpretation is unavoidable," so one's un-
derstanding about a text will never be final because even when one
can understand its context, this context is actually also based on in-
terpretation.2l2 Second, no Muslim will have the same or standard
understanding of the Qur'an simply because hermeneutikn affirms
that all understanding depends on each person's own subjectivity.
This means that Muslim perception of the Qur'an as a guide will
be meaningless.2l3 Third, the axioms around the Qur'an will be de-
constructed simply because hermeneutikn does not recognize them.
Hence, for instance, it is argued that "the muhkamdtwill be altered to
mutashabihat.." .2laFortrfin, the revealed text itself will be disregarded
mainly because contextualization that is pursued inhermeneutika is
likely to rely on the context at the expense of the text.21s
Indeed, for the opponents, hermeneutikn is "unnecessary" be-
cause Islam has its own tradition and theories of Qur'anic inter-
pretation, such as tafsir or 'ulum al-Qur'dn.2r6 Holding the assump-
tion that tafsir science, and 'ulnm al-Qur'an rr.ote broadly, has been
well-established and remains relevant, they assert that, "there are
still many aspects that Muslims need to dig up and learn about
Qur'an tafsirs, rather than inheriting, adopting or modifying
hermeneutikn."zlT l-lsvTnsneutika, on the other hand, has not been well-
established and still leaves some problems manifest in the perva-
sive disputes within its tradition.218 Even those who recognize the
advantages of hermeneutika nrtay share the above view. Nasaruddin
lJmar, for instance, makes the following argumenl: "Hermeneutika
is not the only good method for the production of a contextual in-
terpretation of the Qur'an ... Without having to use methodology
alien to itself, the meaning of the Qur'an can still be understood
clearly." He adds "when there are verses supposed to be unclear
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or verses considered to be reasonably less relevant to the objective
situation of the present day, the rich intellectual heritage of ulama'
available in various standard books on methodology can resolve all
existing pfoblems. "2te
On the other side, the proponents assert that just like any other
product of thought, 'ullm al-Qur'frn cartnot be labelled 'universal',
something that can be used whenever and wherever.22o In addition,
they argue for the insufficiency of the classical approaches to the
Qur'an in 'ulfim al-Qur'an tradition Amin Abdullah, for instance,
insists that classical approaches have not resolved the problem of
how we link the fundamental and categorical Qur'anic ethical val-
ues with the changing historical context of human life. Hermeneutikn
may give inputs in this regard.22l Abdullah believes that the contem-
porary theories of hermeneutics can present the humanistic dimen-
sion of the Qur'an which has so far been overlooked by theology-
oriented and rigid Qur'an tafsirs.222 Of course, such a belief, just like
the belief that'uhzm al-Qur'En is still highly relevant, needs confir-
mation.
Concluding Remarks
Any proposal of Islamic reform seems to attempt to overcome the
apparent conflict between past Islamic tradition and the challenges
of modernity. Such a statement may be somewhat jaded, and can be
legitimately critiqued. However, even many recent contemporary
Muslim thinkers dwell on both terms, indicating the continuing va-
lidity of this challenge for contemporary Islamic thought.
Previous discussions demonstrate that through rethinking in-
terpretive approaches to the Qur'ary Indonesian Muslim schol-
ars have strongly participated in the Process of Islamic reform.
Indonesian Muslims' efforts to reconsider approaches to interpret-
ing the Qur'an are motivated largely by certain perceptions of the
present reality and particular suppositions regarding predominant
or traditional approaches. In perceiving the present, however, they
put emphasis on different facts. Some of them emphasize the fact
that realify has changed, pointing to an increasingly modernizing
world. Some others are more aware of the fact that the reality needs
to be changed, indicating injustice and oppression within society.
The former group tends to affirm the reality, while the latter grouP
tends to disapprove it. These different views, nevertheless, result
in the same recommendation: interpretive method renewal. For the
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former, new methods are to make Qur'an interpretation suitable
with the present situations, while for the latter, new methods are
to utilize Qur'an interpretation for transforming the present situa-
tions. Both perspectives have therefore indicated a significant shift
away from the tendency of Islamic orthodoxy to 'subordinate, the
reality to the text, or to be concerned with the problem of how the
reality must not deviate from the text.
Just as these perceptions of social reality encourage those renewal
projects of the ways to interpret the Qur'ary so do certain supposi-
tions of traditional approaches. To legitimatize their projects, some
Indonesian scholars explored here have sought to show the weak-
nesses or inadequacies of classical Islamic authorities' approaches
to understanding the Qur'an, often by stigmatizing them as "text-
centred", "ideological", "ahistorical" , " atomistic", "pattial" , "theo-
centric", "irrelevant" and so forth-attributes that sometimes con-
tradict each other. This reflects a tendency to create a rupture with
the traditional intellectual modes of the Islamic past, a tendency
which is also apparent in many reformists'projects.
Looking at above presumptions, one may immediately under-
stand that many of these Indonesian Muslim scholars attempt to
privilege the present over the past. Indeed, this is also apparent in
the fact that, in their view, the activity of interpreting the Qur'an
should be preceded by sufficient understanding of social realities
and end up with social transformation. This illustrates an endeav-
our to contextualize the Qur'anic messages in the present-day, an
endeavour which is largely a response to the rapid changes brought
about by modernization and globalization, and to numerous social
problems in Indonesia.
Bearing in mind the necessity of contextualization, many
Indonesian Muslim scholars are stimulated to think of the relation-
ship between the meaning of the Qur'an and the social and cultural
conditions of the time in which it was revealed. For some of them,
the meaning of the Qur'an is strongly connected to the historical
and cultural context of revelation. Therefore, they recommend a
historical approach for grasping the meaning of the Qur'an. They
argue for the need to comprehend the history of Arab society be-
fore and during Muhammad's prophetic mission. Only through
this comprehension, they believe/ can one understand the universal
Qur'anic messages and contextualize them in the present time.
For some others, what is more important to contextualization is
to bring the Qur'anic text into an interpretive level which is free
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from historical burdens and biases, rather than to be loyal to and
rely on the historical context of the Qur'an. They highlight, in a dif-
ferent way, the significance of directing the meaning of the Qur'anic
text to its universal messages and transcendental meanings.
Primarily also for the sake of contextualization, some Indonesian
Muslim scholars have put forward the idea to adopt or adapt
Western contemporary theories of hermeneutics for interpreting
the Qur'an. Nonetheless, this idea has created a lot of controversy
in recent years over its position to Islam, its compatibility with the
Qur'an, and its significance in Qur'anic studies.
One of the main arguments made by supporters of Western
hermeneutical theories is that classical approaches to the Qur'an
do not lead to contextualizalion. Classical exegetes are said to have
ignored the function of the audience of their period in determin-
ing the interpretation. Their approaches pay attention only to the
relationship between the interpreter and the Qur'anic text, without
expressing the interests of the audience of their period toward the
text.
Such an argument is challenged by the opponents of the idea
in favour of adopting or adapting those hermeneutical theories.
In their point of view, Islamic intellectual heritages, in the form of
'ulnm al-Qur'dn, are still relevant to understanding the Qur'an in
contemporary situations, and can provide answers for problems of
the present. They are of the opinion that the problem is not that
classical approaches are meaningless in modern situations, but that
Muslims today know very little about classical Islamic traditions'
Here again one sees a sign that the treatment of 'tradition' and
the response to 'modernity' capture a vital debate in Indonesian
Muslim thinking.
\Mhile classical approaches are defended in pursuit of rejecting
Western hermeneutical theories, in Indonesian Muslims' discourses
on the methodology of Qur'an interpretatiory one meets another ob-
jection against the classical model of interpretation in favour of the
method of thematic interpretation. The traditional way of interpret-
ing the Qur'an verse by verse from the begirLning to the end of the
mushaf is said to be unable to present the Qur'an on its own terms as
a unity and unable to offer Qur'anic answers for sundry problems
in life. Thematic approach is considered being able to shed light on
these problems and thereby serving the 'taste' of modern society.
The enthusiasm for contextualization and the tendency to cre-
ate a break with the traditional intellectual modes of the Islamic
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past, have therefore encouraged irurovation pertaining to interpre-
tive approaches to the Qur'an. Even though it wourd be incorrect
to assume that in the exegesis of the eur'an there is no longer a
broad current of unbroken tradition continuing to this day, those
innovative ideas-which by and large have not found wide accep-
tance-potentially affect the future deveropment of Indonesian
Muslim scholarship and society, for one thing because those ideas
are continuously disseminated by influential Muslim scholars, in
seminal Islamic higher education institutions, and through .Islamic,
publishers-all of which have a significant role in introducing the
discourses of Islamic thought from various parts of the 
-orid i.,Indonesia.
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